Politics, Law and History Study Day
Tuesday 18 February 2020 – provisional programme

Please note: Our Politics/Law/History Study Day is specifically for Year 12 students from the UK of Black African and Caribbean and of Mixed Heritage of either Black African or Caribbean heritage.

10.00-10.20am: Arrivals; check in; refreshments

10.20-10.30am: Welcome and introductions

10.40-11.20 am: Subject Lecture 1 – History
Dr Adam Smith
“The ending of slavery in the nineteenth-century world.”

11.30am-12.15pm: Subject Lecture 2 – Law
Dr Roxana Willis and Barrister Mbinkar Caroline
“Human rights in the Cameroon civil conflict”

12.20-1.40pm: Lunch and tours of College with current undergraduate students

1.45-2.45pm: Subject Lecture 3 – Politics
Dr Kate Guy (International relations). Lecture title to be confirmed

2.45-3.30pm: Q&A panel with past Oxford students

3.30-3.45pm: Short break

3.45-4.45pm: Oxford Admissions and Q&A

4.45-5pm: Departures